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Abstract. Deforestation is a well-known program transformation technique which eliminates intermediate data structures that are passed between functions. One of its weaknesses is the inability to deforest programs using accumulating parameters.
We show how intermediate lists built by a selected class of functional
programs, namely ‘accumulating maps’, can be deforested using a single
composition rule. For this we introduce a new function dmap, a symmetric
extension of the familiar function map. While the associated composition
rule cannot capture all deforestation problems, it can handle accumulator
fusion of functions defined in terms of dmap in a surprisingly simple way.
The rule for accumulator fusion presented here can also be viewed as a
restricted composition scheme for attribute grammars, which in turn may
help us to bridge the gap between the attribute and functional world.

1

Introduction

Deforestation [24] is a well-known program transformation technique which can
eliminate intermediate data structures that are passed between functions. Shortcut deforestation [9], the most successful variant of deforestation, restricts the
optimization to lists that are created with build and consumed by foldr. This
exploits the fact that many list consuming functions are easily expressed in
terms of these two higher-order functions. Compared to deforestation, shortcut
deforestation has the advantage that a single, local transformation rule suffices
to optimize a large class of programs which makes it well suited as compiler
optimization (e.g., it is used in the Glasgow Haskell compiler).
⋆
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One of the weaknesses [2] of such transformations is the inability to deforest
programs using accumulating parameters. This is not just a deficiency of these
techniques, for other program transformers suffer from the same weakness (e.g.,
supercompilation [22]1 , calculational methods [10]). When composing a consumer
of lists with a producer of lists, where the producer is written using an accumulating parameter, the intermediate list cannot be removed. For example, the
expression rev (rev xs) cannot be fused into a single copy xs (let alone identity)
when rev is the fast version of list reversal.
Clearly, this situation is not satisfactory for program composition. While
accumulating parameters often let functions be naturally expressed (e.g., rev)
and generally improve efficiency, they disable deforestation. As it turns out, the
problem of accumulator deforestation is harder to solve in an automatic fashion
than one might expect.
We show how intermediate lists built by ‘accumulating maps’ can be deforested using a single composition rule. For this, we introduce a new function dmap,
a symmetric extension of the familiar function map, and study the composition
of list producers and consumers defined in terms of dmap. Since dmap is a generalization of the map function, our transformations cannot solve all deforestation
problems shortcut deforestation can (the latter is based on foldr). However, we
can handle accumulator fusion in a surprisingly simple and easy way (such as the
composition of fast reverses), an optimization which shortcut deforestation cannot do. This is due to the restriction to map-style list producers and consumers.
In fact, the laws for dmap exhibit some interesting combinatorics.
Recently, composition methods using results of attribute grammars have been
proposed [4, 13, 14, 16] which allow transformations not possible by ordinary deforestation. The problem of accumulator composition studied in this paper is a
restricted instance of the more powerful composition of attribute grammars (or
also tree transducers [6]) [5, 7, 8]. While our class is very limited compared to
the general method, it can successfully compose programs with an accumulating
parameter, and importantly, simply. It also highlights some key features of attribute compositions, in the functional world. This in turn may help us to bridge
the gap between the functional and the attribute world.
The paper is organized as follows. First we introduce dmap and show examples of functions defined using dmap (Sect. 2). Then we state the main rule for
accumulator fusion and discuss important instances of the rule (Sect. 3), and
show several deforestation examples (Sect. 4). After comparing our idea to related works, especially to the theory of attribute grammars (Sect. 5), we conclude
with mentioning open problems and limitations (Sect. 6).
Preliminaries In this paper, we borrow the notation of Haskell to describe programs and transformation rules. The syntax of the language is not defined explicitly in this paper; the transformation rules apply to a function skeleton dmap.
The semantics can be either call-by-need or call-by-value. An important restric1

The relation between supercompilation and deforestation is discussed in [21].
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Definition of dmap
dmap f g [ ]
ys = ys
dmap # # (x : xs) ys = ys
dmap # g (x : xs) ys =
dmap # g xs (g x : ys)
dmap f # (x : xs) ys = (f x) : ( dmap f # xs ys )
dmap f g (x : xs) ys = (f x) : ( dmap f g xs (g x : ys) )
Examples
copy xs = dmap id # xs [ ]
rev xs = dmap # id xs [ ]

fba xs = dmap # f xs [ ]
where f a = b, f b = b, f c = c

app xs ys = dmap id # xs ys
map f xs = dmap f # xs [ ]

fcb xs = dmap # g xs [ ]
where g a = a, g b = c, g c = c

mir xs = dmap id id xs [ ]

Fig. 1. Definition of dmap and examples

tion is that the length of input lists is finite. This will be discussed in Sect. 4.5.
We assume that there are no side-effects in the functions used in this paper.

2

Accumulating Map

In order to perform accumulator fusion of map-style functions, we introduce a
higher-order function skeleton dmap (‘double map’) which extends function map
in two respects: (1) by an additional function parameter g building the elements
of an accumulator; (2) by a list parameter ys that terminates the list constructed
by applying f and g to the elements of xs. Informally, dmap is defined by
dmap f g [x1 , ..., xn ] [y1 , ..., ym ] = [f x1 , ..., f xn , g xn , ..., g x1 , y1 , ..., ym ] .
|
{z
} |
{z
} | {z }
apply f

apply g

‘zero’

A definition of dmap is shown in Fig. 1. The application of g to [x1 , ..., xn ] in
reverse order is implemented by an accumulating parameter. In addition, we
define that the corresponding sublist is dropped from the output if function f
or g is not present, for notational convenience expressed by a special symbol #
(‘null function’). For example, when g is not present, we have the identity:
dmap f # xs [ ] = map f xs .

(1)

Figure 1 shows several familiar list processing functions defined in terms of
dmap (e.g., reverse, append, map). Here dmap serves as a primitive for the recursion scheme. Functions rev, mir, fba and fcb are implementations using
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accumulators. The asymptotic complexity of a function is not changed by defining it in a direct way using dmap.
It should be noted that we use the special symbol # as syntactic sugar and
that we assume dmap with # is implemented in a suitable form in order not to
reexamine function parameters or produce unused lists. Though all four combinations can be defined separately, use of this notation simplifies the composition
rule. This will be demonstrated in Sect. 4.
Remark From an attribute grammar perspective, we can say that dmap, while
performing a recursive descent over the input list xs, computes an inherited
attribute with g (passed downwards) and a synthesized attribute with f (passed
upwards). At the end of the recursion, the value of the inherited attribute is
passed upwards as the synthesized attribute. We will discuss this connection in
more detail in Sect. 5.

3

Fusion of Accumulating Maps

The composition of two functions defined by map is given by the familiar rule
map g (map f xs) = map (g.f) xs

(2)

where dot (.) denotes function composition. The expression on the rhs avoids
the construction of an intermediate list and the composition of the functions f
and g may enable further optimizations.
The composition of two functions defined by dmap, which has an accumulating parameter ys, is shown in Fig. 2. It can be justified as follows. Let
xs = [x1 , ..., xn ], ys = [y1 , ..., ym ], and zs = [z1 , ..., zl ] (n, m, l ≥ 0). Then
using the definition of dmap and list properties we have:
dmap f g (dmap h k [x1 , ..., xn ] [y1 , ..., ym ]) [z1 , ..., zl ]
= dmap f g [(h x1 ), ..., (h xn ), (k xn ), ..., (k x1 ), y1 , ..., ym ] [z1 , ..., zl ]
= [ (f.h x1 ), ..., (f.h xn ), (f.k xn ), ..., (f.k x1 ),
(f y1 ), ..., (f ym ), (g ym ), ..., (g y1 ),
(g.k x1 ), ..., (g.k xn ), (g.h xn ), ..., (g.h x1 ), z1 , ..., zl ]
= dmap (f.h) (f.k) [x1 , ..., xn ]
(dmap f g [y1 , ..., ym ]
(dmap (g.k) (g.h) [x1 , ..., xn ] [z1 , ..., zl ]))
The rhs of (3) in Fig. 2 has the advantage that it is more efficient than the lhs
in that it avoids the construction of an intermediate list. The compositions of the
function parameters (f.h, f.k, g.h, g.k) may enable further optimizations. Note
that the rhs applies h and k twice to the input xs which may degrade performance
in case these functions are expensive to calculate and their compositions cannot
be optimized.
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dmap f g (dmap h k xs ys) zs
= dmap (f.h) (f.k) xs
(dmap f g ys
(dmap (g.k) (g.h) xs zs))

(3)

Fig. 2. Composition of dmap over dmap

4

Using the Fusion Rule

When composing functions defined by dmap, we will make use of several simplifications of the fusion rule (3) in Fig. 2. An important case is when some of the
parameters of dmap are initialized to fixed values, for example, to the empty list
([ ]) or to the null function (#). We will now discuss the most interesting cases.
1) It is not uncommon that the last parameter of dmap is initialized to the
empty list (e.g., see the definitions of copy, rev, map, mir in Fig. 1), and we can
immediately simplify the fusion rule:
dmap f g (dmap h k xs [ ]) zs
= dmap (f.h) (f.k) xs (dmap (g.k) (g.h) xs zs)

(4)

2) Another important simplification occurs when function parameters are initialized to the null function (#). For example, take the case when two of the four
function parameters are the null function. Then we obtain the following four
fusion rules. They tell us that an entire class of two-pass compositions can be
simplified into a single pass. Note that none of the list parameters appears twice
on the rhs, and that h and k are computed only once for the elements of xs.
dmap f # (dmap h # xs ys) zs = dmap (f.h) # xs (dmap f # ys zs)

(5)

dmap f # (dmap # k xs ys) zs = dmap # (f.k) xs (dmap f # ys zs)
dmap # g (dmap h # xs ys) zs = dmap # g ys (dmap # (g.h) xs zs)

(6)
(7)

dmap # g (dmap # k xs ys) zs = dmap # g ys (dmap (g.k) # xs zs)

(8)

3) Both cases may occur at the same time, which drastically simplifies the fusion
rule. Take the four equations (5– 8) and let ys = [ ] . Then we obtain four simple
fusion rules (after renaming the function parameters):
dmap f # (dmap g # xs [ ]) zs = (dmap (f.g) # xs zs)
dmap f # (dmap # g xs [ ]) zs = (dmap # (f.g) xs zs)
dmap # f (dmap g # xs [ ]) zs = (dmap # (f.g) xs zs)

(9)
(10)
(11)

dmap # f (dmap # g xs [ ]) zs = (dmap (f.g) # xs zs)

(12)

The reader may have spotted that the well-known composition of map (2) is an
instance of (9) where zs = [ ], and recalling equality (1) between map and dmap.
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4) Two algebraic properties are handy for further simplifications: (i) The identity
function id works as a unit element for all functions f: id.f = f.id = f; (ii) the
special symbol # is a zero element for all functions f: #.f = f.# = # . In fact, we
used the last property to obtain rules (5–12).
Using the fusion rule and the simplifications above, we can enjoy several
interesting optimizations. We show some of them using the programs defined in
Fig. 1. When accumulation is involved, deforestation techniques fail to optimize
the programs.
4.1

Example: app over app

This is a classical example of deforestation that composes two app functions. In
our framework app is defined as app xs ys = dmap id # xs ys. Rule (5) applies
directly:
app (app xs ys) zs = dmap id # (dmap id # xs ys) zs
= dmap (id.id) # xs (dmap id # ys zs) — (5)
= dmap id # xs (dmap id # ys zs))
— simplification
This result can be translated, for readability, to app xs (app ys zs). This example shows that our idea achieves the same transformation as deforestation if
functions are defined with dmap.
4.2

Example: rev over rev

This example cannot be fused by ordinary deforestation, but is straightforward
with our fusion rule. rev xs is defined as dmap # id xs [ ]. Since rev has an
operation only on its accumulator, (12) applies for this composition.
rev (rev xs) = dmap # id (dmap # id xs [ ]) [ ]
= dmap (id.id) # xs [ ]
— (12)
= dmap id # xs [ ]
— simplification
We can easily derive the equation rev (rev xs) = copy xs. As in deforestation,
the optimized program does not produce an intermediate list.
4.3

Example: mir over mir

This example fused by the powerful attribute grammar method, is also in our
scope. mir xs is defined as dmap id id xs [ ]. The original rule (3) is required.
mir (mir xs) = dmap id id (dmap id id xs [ ]) [ ]
= dmap (id.id) (id.id) xs (dmap id id [ ]
(dmap (id.id) (id.id) xs [ ])) — (3)
= dmap id id xs (dmap id id xs [ ]))
— simplification
This can be folded into mir’ xs (mir xs), where mir’ xs ys = dmap id id xs ys.
The intermediate result is eliminated by this composition and runs efficiently.
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More Examples

As previous examples show, the transformation is straightforward. Table 1 summarizes the results of other transformations. They show that our method easily
derives rev (mir xs) = mir xs. As for composition of fcb and fba, while the
original definitions are iterative and use an accumulator, the resulting definition
is recursive. This is a tradeoff of the transformation: while the original program
traverses the list twice in an iterative manner, the transformed program traverses
the list only once, but does so in a recursive manner.
Table 1. Transformation results
source program
rev (mir xs)
map f (app xs ys)
map f (rev xs)
dmap f g (rev xs) ys
fcb (fba xs)

4.5

result of composition
note
dmap id id xs [ ]
equal to mir xs
dmap f # xs (dmap f # ys [ ])
dmap # f xs [ ]
equal to rev (map f xs)
dmap # f xs (dmap g # xs ys)
dmap h # xs [ ], where
h a = c, h b = c, h c = c

Termination

All transformation rules preserve the semantics under a call-by-value semantics,
and under a lazy semantics if we assume the length of the input lists is finite.
When infinite lists are involved under a lazy semantics, the rhs of an equation
may terminate and deliver a result, while the lhs does not.
Table 2 illustrates this for the rules (5–8) where, for simplicity, we assume
the function parameters (f, g, h, k) are id. There are two cases in which the
outputs differ (marked with ‘!’). While the lhs whose outer dmap has the second
function parameter accumulates the result traversing an input lists of infinite
length, the rhs produces a partial result.
As an example consider the case rev (rev (x : ⊥)). When rev is defined
by dmap where the first function parameter is absent (Fig. 1), fusion rule (12)
applies. While the lhs of (12) does not return a result, namely ⊥, the rhs, a
function equivalent to copy (x : ⊥), reduces to head-normal form x : ⊥.

5

Related Work

This section gives a comparison to related works on composing functions.
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Table 2. Nested dmaps (lhs) and their fused version (rhs) under lazy evaluation

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

5.1

input
xs
ys
x1 : ⊥ [y1, y2]
[x1, x2] y1 : ⊥
x1 : ⊥ [y1, y2]
[x1, x2] y1 : ⊥
x1 : ⊥ [y1, y2]
[x1, x2] y1 : ⊥
x1 : ⊥ [y1, y2]
[x1, x2] y1 : ⊥

output
lhs
rhs
Remark
x1 : ⊥
x1 : ⊥
x1 : x2 : y1 : ⊥ x1 : x2 : y1 : ⊥
⊥
⊥
x2 : x1 : y1 : ⊥ x2 : x1 : y1 : ⊥
⊥
y2 : y1 : ⊥
!
⊥
⊥
⊥
y2 : y1 : x1 : ⊥
!
⊥
⊥

Attribute Grammar Composition

We extended map with an accumulating parameter ys and a function g computing
its elements. Function g is similar to function f, which is also applied to the
elements of xs, except that g computes information flowing downwards to the end
of the list, while f computes information flowing upwards as the list is traversed.
In terms of attribute grammars, we speak of computing inherited and synthesized
attributes, respectively. At first, attribute grammars are very loosely connected
to functional programs, but it was already pointed out [11] that they can be
seen as special functional programs. In fact, restricted functional programs can
be translated into attribute grammars and vice versa.
Moreover, since there are also composition techniques for attribute grammars, we can use these techniques to eliminate intermediate results of functional
programs. In [5, 7, 8] powerful methods for composing attribute grammars are
presented. Indeed, function dmap represents a class of attributed tree transducers [6] restricted to one inherited and one synthesized attribute, and lists as data
structure. The computation of both attributes is ‘regular’ in the sense that functions f and g are applied to each element of the input list, and the computation of
both attributes is strictly separated. Thus, dmap falls into the class of single-use
attributed tree transducers. The operations on inherited or synthesized attribute
can be present or not (expressed by the null function).
The fusion rule presented here captures some of these ideas, but for a selected
case. Two attributes of the same kind are fused into a synthesized attribute, and
the rest turn into an inherited attribute. The four fusion rules in (9–12) display
these properties. The main advantages of our fusion rule are the simplicity of
transformation and the elegant elimination of copy rules. Attribute grammars
composition is a powerful technique, and it can handle wider range of problems
than ordinary deforestation or our techniques do. In order to enjoy this benefit, however, we have first to translate functions into attribute grammars, then
compose, and finally translate back again into the functional world. As another
drawback, attribute grammars sometimes suffer from copy rules [4] which just
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pass the information intact to other attributes. With our composition rule, the
handling and elimination of copy rules are straightforward.
A related technique [15], based on the composition of attribute grammars
but without transforming functions into the attribute world, can also compose
functions for which ordinary deforestation fails. It realizes the composition of
producers with accumulation and consumers without accumulation. It differs
from our idea in that the producer can have more than one accumulating parameter, but this comes at the expense of no accumulating parameter in the
consumer.
5.2

Using Abstraction

Another way is to use abstraction of expressions, namely lambda abstraction or
continuation. Lambda abstraction enables a subexpression including an accumulating parameter to be taken out of an expression and it often helps program
optimization, like deriving accumulative reverse from naive reverse which uses
append, or tupling to avoid multiple traversals over inputs (e.g., [19, 25]; the
latter also points out the relation of continuation or accumulation to attribute
grammars). Lambda abstraction and composition strategy is presented in [18].
However, it does not show how the composition of two nested expressions with
lambda abstraction is treated. It seems they will not always be easy to compose.
To examine this, let us examine shortcut deforestation.
In shortcut deforestation the function dmap can be defined with foldr with
the help of continuation. For example,
dmap f g xs ys = ( foldr (\ a e b → (f a) : e ((g a) : b) ) id xs ) ys
holds. Through properly abstracting constructors with build, function fusion is
possible by the foldr/build rule (or foldr/augment if need be).
This fusion, which replaces occurrences of (abstracted) constructors in the
input expression with the parameters of foldr, however, does not produce the
simple result as dmap derives when continuations are involved. The benefit of
dmap fusion is its simplicity.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We presented the composition of a selected, restricted class of functional programs using dmaps, which enables the deforestation of a certain kind of accumulating parameters. This idea is not only related to the theory of attribute
grammars, as explained above, but also to foldr/build. Both foldr/build
and dmap share the same advantages compared to unfold/fold-transformation
techniques [1]. There is no risk of performing an infinite transformation and
there is no need to keep track of previous function calls to perform fold and
generalization steps, since a single, local rule is sufficient.
The composition of two dmap functions both wins and loses in comparison
with foldr/build. We win because functions can be deforested by dmap-fusion
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which cannot be optimized by foldr/build (e.g., mir over mir); we lose because not all functions definable as foldr/build can be expressed as dmap. One
example is filter. This does not fit into the format of dmap.
It is an open question how to transform programs in a dmap representation
automatically. The same problem arise in shortcut deforestation and there are
some suggestions [17, 3] how to derive the desired representation by foldr and
build. The latter automatically realizes function fusion through type inference
without explicitly introducing build. This idea does not apply to our framework,
however: while foldr and build only matters where proper constructors appear,
dmap defines how constructors are produced.
It is well-known [26] that an optimization can enable certain optimizations,
while disabling others. It is a task for future work to determine the order of
deforestation-like optimizations as to achieve the best overall optimization effect.
Since dmap can be expressed using other, simpler list processing functions, it
will be an interesting task to redefine functions in the manner of ‘concatenate
vanishes’ [23, 20]. Finally, we note that the laws for dmap can be proven using
the standard properties of append, reverse, and map.
We have not yet taken the detailed benchmarks of the composition. We expect
better performance by composition in most examples, though there are two
possible cases of degradation. The function dmap works under both of eager
and lazy evaluation. As the first case of degradation, it is possible that two
dmaps only with an accumulative function parameter (e.g., rev) run faster than
their composed result in eager evaluation. This is because dmap benefits from
running as tail recursion. The other case of degradation occurs, as was explained
in Sect. 3, when expensive function parameters are copied by dmap composition.
Using dmap, compositions of functions with recursion and accumulating parameters become quite simple and easy to optimize. As is demonstrated in
Sect. 5.2, indeed dmap can also be defined in the framework of foldr and build,
but they are not fused in a simpler form under shortcut deforestation. We have
formalized an idea of function fusion by introducing an accumulating variant of
foldr and giving its fusion rule [12]. We hope this will enlarge the applicability
of function composition in the presence of accumulating parameters.
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